What’s happening in…

DEEP COVE HERITAGE SOCIETY
Calendar
No events scheduled at this time
Current lobby display case features photos
of flooding of Second Street/Gallant Avenue
over the years.

Office Hours
Open Thursdays 10am to 4pm
Please check for office hours before
dropping by. We depend on the generosity of
our volunteers who can not always offer
structured hours. Our co-ordinator is in the
office on Thursdays from 10am to 4pm.
Deep Cove Heritage Society will be looking
for volunteers to help keep our office open
once we are past Covid-19 restrictions for
visitors to the area. If you are interested in
helping, please call 604-929-5744.
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DCHS #0245 - Children at Tsleil-Wauthuth, c1950. Courtesy Janet Pavlik

Aspects of First Nation’s Truth
and Reconcilation in Canada
by Wendy Bullen Stephenson
By now most non-Indigenous people have become
aware of some of the issues that First Nations
people are dealing with today as a result of past
colonial systems that have restrained them in
grossly unfair ways. The recent discovery of an
unmarked, mass gravesite revealing the remains of
215 young Indigenous children who had attended
the Kamloops Residential School in BC brought to
life some of the “truths” emerging in the last few
years through the Truth and Reconciliation process
and the investigation into Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women and Girls. Soon after the 215
bodies were unearthed and 800 more children’s
bodies were discovered in Saskatchewan,
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Canadians (myself
included) were finally alert, horrified, even. Now,
estimates of the number of Indigenous children
across Canada who died while attending residential
schools range from 3,200 to over 30,000.

Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission
(TRC) was established in 2006 as part of the
settlement of a class-action lawsuit in which
nearly 4,600 residential school survivors sued
the federal government. This official body was
tasked with discovering and revealing past
wrongdoing by the Canadian government in the
hope of resolving on-going conflicts from the
past. In June 2015, the Commission released a
summary report of its findings, concluding that
the residential school system amounted to
cultural genocide.
Across Canada from 2006 to 2015 many former
students dared for the first time to recount their
experiences of what they suffered (including
some sexual abuse) at the hands of colonial
priests, teachers, and administrators of these
schools, many in remote locations. Catholic,
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We wish to acknowledge that the land of Seymour communities is the unceded territory of the
̓
Coast Salish Peoples, including the territories of the Səlílwətaʔ/Selilwitulh
(Tsleil-Waututh) Nation.
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Mr. Gillis and Mr. Huxham
Join us! Here’s how. We have
books, post cards, book bags

Website News
Check out our website for more information.
The archived newsletters are under the
Resources tab at the top of the page.
Email your photos and stories to us to:
info@deepcoveheritage.com
www.deepcoveheritage.com

Contact us
• 4360 Gallant Avenue,
North Vancouver, BC V7G 1L2
• Telephone 604-929-5744
• Or send us an e-mail to:
DeepCoveHeritage@gmail.com
• Website: www.DeepCoveHeritage.com
• Follow us on Facebook and Instagram

President’s Message
Looking out my
window, over the
Cove as the light
begins to creep over
the mountains,
there's a sliver of a
crescent moon
hanging in the sky.
The date is December
31, 2021. We are closing out the old year
and looking out into the hope of the new
year before us.
After a couple of weeks into 2022, it may
not be so easy to look forward with hope.
The peaks and valleys of 2021 didn’t
disappear. Can we continue to make the
climb up and hold on? Then the sun
shines to brighten our spirits. For a
moment, that sun sparkling on the snow
and listening to the shrieks of the kids
sliding down the hills of Panorama Park

by Liz Bollmann

Executive 2021

brings back so many memories. They
know the snow won’t last forever and to
extract some joy while it does. For the rest
of us, we will manage the highs and lows
as our world evolves.

President
Liz Jenkins Bollmann
Vice President
Eileen Smith
Treasurer/Secretary
Louise Hart
Directors
Marilyn Myers, Tom Kirk,
Vickie Boughen, Janet Pavlik

Time has changed our lives in many ways.
Stay home, isolate, keep your distance,
limit your contacts and on and on… For
some of us, that has triggered a chance to
stop and reflect and perhaps a possibility
to revisit our past. Remember that box of
photos? The one that sits up high in the
cupboard, calling out “I’m still here……”
What happens now? Will processing our
past mean anything during the challenge
of today's life? At Deep Cove Heritage, we
are exploring that question through
pictures and stories of our community.

Project Teams

We welcome you to come along and let’s
see where 2022 takes us.

Co-ordinator
Office Volunteers
Photo Wrangler
Archival Project
Volunteer
Grants
Writers

Jim Slight
Cathy Robinson
Eileen Smith
Liz Bollmann,
Keith Dunn
Eileen Smith
Courtney Apps
Liz Bollmann
Vickie Boughen
Wendy Bullen Stephenson
Eileen Smith
Janet Pavlik

Trying to get it right!
We try to verify all our information, but
if you think we have something wrong,
please e-mail or call the office at 604929-5744. Thank you.

Aspects of First Nation’s Truth and Reconciliation in Canada …cont’d from page 1
Anglican, Methodist, Presbyterian and United
churches ran the schools on behalf of the
Canadian government, which provided
inadequate funding resulting in students
suffering from malnourishment, unsuitable
clothing for cold winters, and overcrowded
living conditions harbouring tuberculosis.
Students also endured unnecessarily strict
discipline, at times brutal, by the staff who, at
the federal government’s direction, attempted to
“take the Indian out of the child.”

beaded moccasins of another student made for
her by her grandmother, to be replaced by
institutional, school-issued clothing. Their hair
was also cut short. In this way children lost their
identity as Indigenous children. On arrival at the
schools, students’ names were replaced,
sometimes by numbers. At the same time, they
lost their pride when they were forced to speak
English only, a foreign language to them. Having
no language left that they could communicate in
was part of the plan to make them feel ignorant.
Students were not allowed to visit their home or
to see their parents, even in the summers. This
meant they were not party to learning naturebased knowledge, parenting, or any other
traditional Indigenous skills. This created an
inter-generational problem when former students
became parents themselves. Despite wanting the
best for their children, they had no role models
showing them how to teach life skills or best
support their offspring in acquiring traditional
Indigenous knowledge.

The government’s intent was to force the
students to reject their own language, culture,
family and knowledge traditions, so that they
would grow up to be Canadian citizens rather
than remain status Indians. Apparently Prime
Minister Sir John A. Macdonald believed the
government ultimately could get out of
commitments it made, through treaties, to First
Nations once all status Indians were assimilated
into mainstream Canada.
The story of the orange shirt describes how
students on their first day at the school were
stripped of their clothing that had been proudly
provided to them by their parents, such as the
now famous orange shirt of one student and the

DCHS #0243 - Children at Tsleil-Wauthuth, c1950.
Courtesy Janet Pavlik

Some of the issues and effects that have
happened recently have given non-Indigenous
Cont’d page 3...
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Aspects of First Nation’s Truth and Reconciliation in Canada …cont’d from page 2
DCHS #0234 - Burrard
Team "Tseleilwautt",
Victoria, May 24, 1947.
Canoe Team Back row left to right:
Harry George,
Dan George,
Bob George,
Gerry Thomas,
Herbert George,
Larry Jack,
Ernie George
Front row left to right:
Leslie Thomas,
Paul George,
Lorne Thomas,
Chief Jack Slatt.
Photo courtesy Janet Pavlik.

peoples some insight into what had been going
on for some time within the Canadian federal
Residential School system. But as a nonIndigenous person, I can’t do much more here
than pass on some useful resources.
21 Things you May Not Know about the Indian
Act, is by Bob Joseph, an indigenous relations
expert and future hereditary chief. This short,
insightful book about still-standing laws reveals
the Canadian government’s paternal attitude
toward First Nations peoples as children. The
federal government’s history of forgotten
promises to Indigenous peoples (such as clean
water for all) and seemingly purposeful delays
in legislating improvements (such as
discrimination against women) are also revealed.
Joseph would choose to get rid of the Indian Act
entirely yet others cling to it because it preserves
information about the existence of the Royal
Proclamation Act of 1793 that shows the
positive relationship between the Crown (United
Kingdom) and First Nations as they negotiated
directly, nation-to-nation. Also this Act
honoured the sovereignty and ownership of
unceded (unsurrendered) Indigenous lands by
recognizing First Nations’ inherent right to their
lands rather than considering their lands as being
given to them by the Canadian government.

In looking back a few decades, several of us
“colonizers”/children, who grew up in Deep
Cove and came through the Burrard View
School system, are surprised and disappointed
that we've had so little contact with local First
Nations peoples, especially the Tsleil-Waututh at
the Burrard Reserve, whose land we drove
through every time we travelled in or out of the
Cove by the one of the two roads.
With Canadian society now encouraging
diversity in general, as supported by progressive
churches, educational institutions, and other
forward-looking institutions, I hope our
descendants will personally come to know
Indigenous people a lot better than we have.
May we yet have the opportunity to experience,
first hand, some traditional practices and cultural
traditions of First Nations people. I hope too that
Indigenous people will share their knowledge of
sustainability in their relationship with the land
and nature as, at this moment, planet earth seems
to need such help desperately.
I also personally hope that the Deep Cove
Heritage Society encourages sharing of
Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples’
collective history.
Photo courtesy of Vancouver photographer Leigh
Thomson.
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Clara Whitten Bliss shares some history of early Deep Cove days
by Eileen Smith
Reprinted from the August 2018 Deep Cove
Crier.
This is the story of growing up in the
Dollarton/Cove Cliff/Deep Cove area as told to
me by Clara Whitten Bliss. Clara's mother
moved to this area after she was first married and
because she too is named Clara, for clarity I have
referred to her here as Clara W and to Clara Bliss
as Clara.
In 1932, Frances (Frank) Whitten, an immigrant
from Ireland, married Clara Latham, who had
moved to BC from Ontario with her family.
Frank worked at the Mill in Barnet, so the
Whitten's made their first home in a float house
there.
They decided to move the float house to a small
bay across the entrance to Indian Arm at the foot
of Keith Road (now Mount Seymour Parkway)
and Harris Avenue. They got a fish boat to tow it
across but, hadn't counted on the strong currents
that began pulling the house towards the Second
Narrows Bridge. Clara W managed to tie the
boat to a piling, but she didn't take into account
the tide going out and the rope not being able to
slide with the tide on the piling. The tide
changed, but before disaster struck, Clara W's
mother managed to get a tugboat, got the house
tied to the tug and moved to the bay in the
middle of the night.
The Whitten's lived for some years in the float
house, Clara's brothers, Charlie and Eddy, and
sister Pat were all born during that time. But with
knowledge that Clara was on the way, her
mother must have thought it too small for her
growing family.
The home of Jim and Daisy Hicks at 201 (now
4436) Strathcona became available; Daisy was
Frank's sister. In March of 1940, Clara W bought
the Hick's house without telling Frank she was
pregnant with Clara. If he had known another
child was on the way he likely wouldn't have
agreed to the purchase which included the house
and three lots. The selling price was $1,000 so
Clara W used her silver dollar collection to make
the down payment and then paid him $15 per
month. She could not pay more than that because
Jim had suffered a shrapnel injury during the
Second World War and was living on a pension;
receiving more income would have caused his
pension to be dragged back. That house is still
there beneath renovations made over the years.
Frank was now working on the Dollarton shore
at the Dollar Mill. Clara W would walk from the
float house to Percy Cummins (located just past
the Dollar Shopping Centre on Dollarton
Highway) store for groceries and mail. She
would then take Frank his lunch at the mill
(located in what is now Cates Park) and had to
walk out on the booms. But apparently the men
in the office would stop work every day to watch
her walking the booms, so she was asked to stop

that because as well as carrying Frank's lunch,
she was also carrying her small son on her
shoulders.
One-time Clara W caught people stealing boom
chains and had to walk to Gillis' Store (on
Harris) which had the only telephone to call the
police and all the while she held the thieves
down with a shotgun.
Clara was born, and three more siblings
followed, Vickie, Westley and Bill bringing the
total to seven kids. As well as raising her brood,
Clara W was active in the PTA and helped at the
school.
Clara was in Grade One the first year Burrard
View School opened; her best friends were
Diane Alexander and Diane McKenzie. Times
were different then and she remembers they
would ride their bicycles all the way to John
Lawson Park in West Vancouver and no one ever
worried about them.
Originally Burrard View School consisted of six
rooms; two years later there was an addition that
included a drop wall between two rooms. When
the wall was down the now double-sized room
was used for assemblies and events. In later
years another two-story addition was added that
included classrooms on the second floor and a
cafeteria beneath and some time after Clara had
gone on to high school, a gym was added on.
Clara remembers that she babysat a lot after she
was eleven; she figures she babysat pretty much
every kid in the Cove at one time or other, and
still remembers them all.
She also volunteered at the school when her
siblings were young helping with teaching
knitting, arts and drawing. She loved sports and
recalled around 1951, that she and her friend
Florence loved Sports Day and all the races
including the sack race, egg and spoon and three
legged. Points were awarded to the winners of
the various races, the two were tied, each
winning four blue ribbons, but when the winners
were announced only Florence's name was
called. When she realized Clara's name had not
been called she asked the teacher why and
insisted that they both be awarded cups.
Clara remembers in the summer the kids would
walk from their home on Strathcona daily to
Panorama Beach to swim; walk back home for
lunch; and back again to the beach. Then you
didn't go home until everybody else went home.
She remembered the Cove also had a roller rink
on Myrtle (Banbury) near Second Street
(Gallant) behind the Log Cabin Inn.
In those early 1950s the roads out here were not
paved, and Clara remembers when the highway
was tarred and gravelled to keep the dust down.
Everyone had tar on their feet and shoes.
As a teen, Cove kids drove to Wally's Drive-In
on Fraser, at that time her close friends included
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Clara Bliss with Deanna Chiasson.

Jean Lenton and Alan Gawne. A KIK cola and
fries cost 25-cents. It was the hangout teens went
to show off their cars. During that time, she
joined the 103 Squadron North Vancouver Air
Cadets.
Clara married Stan Bliss in Jan 1957; they
moved to Lynn Valley for five months then to
Mrs. Jean Campbell's attic on Caledonia in 1960
where they lived until moving to a rental house
on Myrtle (now Banbury) on March 1, 1960. She
said Myrtle was a great place to bring up kids;
there were about 25 kids living between the
Myrtle stairs and the Cove. Like her mother,
Clara had a large family Kim, Brenda, Anita and
Lisa and her son Jay.
They bought their home on Burns Avenue (now
Panorama) November 1, 1964. Always a
working mum, Clara had various jobs in the
Cove including washing floors in the Drug Store
for Geoff and Florence Mortimer, Huxham's
Central Market (now the Deep Cove Pharmacy).
She was a waitress and cook at the Cove Inn, and
the Amble Inn (which is now the Raven). She
worked for the Raven Pub from 1972 to 1989
starting as dishwasher and moved up to manager
and as well, she worked at the Community
School Office.
Clara remembers she was washing floors at
Huxham's on that historic day of July 20, 1969,
when man landed on the moon. Mrs. Huxham
called her to the back suite to witness the
landing. Clara said they watched while sipping
gin slushes that Mrs. Huxham had made. The
recipe was pink lemonade and gin mixed in a
pan and frozen and then stirred to make a slush.
Clara has definitely been a fixture in this area
since birth. She took another step in 2017, selling
her Panorama Drive house and moving up to
Raven Woods. She is still in the Seymour area
and loving the spectacular views of the
Vancouver Harbour which are such an important
part of her life.

Tsleil-Waututh Nation Councillor Dennis Thomas recognized
as one of Business in Vancouver’s Top 40 Under 40
Tsleil-Waututh Nation Councillor Dennis
Thomas has been named to Business In
Vancouver’s Top Under 40. The annual award
competition recognizes business leaders in the
Metro Vancouver area that have an impact in
both business and their community.
Further, Business In Vancouver highlights the
achievements of young entrepreneurs, executives
and professionals by finding 40 outstanding
professionals. Winners are under 40 and have
demonstrated excellence in business, judgment,
leadership and community contribution.
As Tsleil-Waututh Nation’s Senior Business
Development Manager, Dennis works hard to
oversee Tsleil-Waututh’s economic development
projects, ensuring that each project contributes
towards supporting the well-being of our Nation
and our community members.
Dennis oversees projects such as the future
Statləw̓ District, represents Tsleil-Waututh with
MST Development projects, and lead the

Nation’s solar panel initiative, bringing
renewable energy to the Tsleil-Waututh Reserve.
In his work, Dennis ensures Tsleil-Waututh’s
history and culture are at the forefront, working
to put the face of the Nation back on the
territory. Dennis sets an outstanding example for
Tsleil-Waututh youth and future generations to
come, as a strong and determined leader to look
towards in the business community.
When asked what’s the best piece of advice he
has ever received, Dennis says, “My Indigenous
identity and culture are inherent to my success.
Being true to myself — Indigenous history,
culture, traditions and ways of knowing —
breeds happiness.” When asked what advice
would he give to his 20-year-old self, he says
“To build self-reflection into your day to ensure
you are bringing your best for yourself and for
others. Embed my Indigenous values into
everything I do.”
Congratulations to Dennis!

Dennis Thomas, photo courtesy Tsleil-Waututh
Nation.

Are you the family historian?

We need your help

Are you your family’s historian? Did you
end up with a box of photos with people
you just barely remember? Wondering
What to do with the bits and pieces of the
past? DCHS is planning to host an online
workshop to get together with others

who are facing the same problem. Bring
your ideas, suggestions, questions,
research and let’s talk! Contact us online
at deepcoveheritage@gmail.com or call

January is a new year and membership
renewal time. If you have renewed, you
have our sincere thank you. If not, please
renew now.

604-929-5744.

Changes to public health guidelines have
pushed our annual fund raiser into the
fall of 2022, but our rent is still due. We
have a full year ahead and we depend on
your support.
We want to continue to produce our
newsletter, carry on with our plans and
keep our office running. If you are
considering membership in DCHS, now is
the time, for a modest $20 annual
membership fee, you will help us
continue for another year.

DCHS 0124 - Classroom in Roche Point School, (Dollarton’s first school, corner Dollar Road and
Dollarton Highway.) Courtesy Miss F. Mollie Nye.
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WE INVITE
YOU TO
JOIN US TODAY

Our Canadian Girl Guides in 1993

Elder College survives
by Janet Pavlik
Covid
When in-person presentations were cut
off due to the Covid Crisis, the decision
by the executive to continue online via
zoom was a huge undertaking. Not only
was this a new technology unfamiliar to
most of us ole timers, but a gamble on
how many would sign up and give it a try.
Due to their fearless leader Ed Kry and
director Kate Weiss they made it work and
spent countless hours teaching members
how to hook-up.
What an undertaking this was for the 55
plus crowd who surprisingly embraced it
and courses have continued over the last
two years! A huge thank you goes out to
these two brave souls who saved us from
dying of boredom in our quarantine.

Above: DCHS #3222 - Guides receiving All Around Cord Girl Guides of Canada, 1993.
Courtesy Jenifer Bartlett. (Note: we would love to have the names of the people in this photo; Jenifer
Bartlett is at far left.)

Spring courses still on zoom, start on
January 24th and go through to April and
include:
•

Whats News

•

Champions of the enviroment

•

Canada in the Cold War

•

Pandemic Perspectives

•

Books Unlimited

•

Cinema Salon

Outdoor programs offer guided tours of
Lighthouse Park, Forest Quest, Mackay
Creek, Stream Ecology, Capilano Canyon,
and Bird Walks.
Registration of all programs started
January 10th: nseldercollege.org or tel
778-246-6737.

DCHS #2817 - Brownies 1948-49. Courtesy Sharon
Hogan. (Note: Sharon Hogan grew up in Riverside
and donated many photos of that area to Deep
Cove Heritage Society. She is in this photo
standing at front, looking to the right.)

Please join deep cove heritage society
today, help keep our memories alive
Page 6

Seymour-raised Author-Activist Lee Maracle Passes at 71 … by Trevor Carolan
The acclaimed Seymour-raised First
Nations author and social activist Lee
Maracle passed away on November 11,
aged 71, at Surrey Memorial Hospital. The
news knocked the wind right out of those
of us who know her. In a memorial
announcement the New York Times
acknowledged her as “a foundational
figure in Indigenous literature.”
I got to know Lee back at the Literary
Storefront in Gastown more than 40 years
ago when we were both searching to
establish our place in the writing and
publishing community. My dad had
known her grandfather, Chief Dan
George, and we kept in loose touch. She
was born in North Vancouver in 1950, and
was raised mainly by her Métis mother,
Jean (Croutze) Carter, who was a nurse
and social worker. Through her Salish
father Bob George, Lee was the granddaughter of Chief Dan and Amy George,
however she grew up with a stepfather,
Phillip Carter.
As a writer and storyteller her narrative
style was broad and visionary,
fundamentally feminist and incorporated
elements of Salish legend, autobiography,
poetry, fiction, creative non-fiction, along
with concerns about what’s happening
now. Lee’s books include Ravensong, that’s
perhaps her best-known work; Bobbi Lee:
Indian Rebel, her first published partlyautobiographical book; Memory Serves:
Oratories, that offers a searching collection
of essays on the socio-political landscape
she saw around her; and My Conversations
With Canadians.
Lee worked hard and managed to secure a
dedicated audience who looked to her for
wisdom regarding the troubling issues of
systemic racism and Canada’s long,
conflicted history of colonial attitudes
toward Indigenous people. She also taught
at a number of prominent universities,
including the University of Toronto, and
in 2017, she received the Order of Canada
for her contributions to literature and
social justice. Lee maintained family links
with both the Tsleil Waututh and Stó:l
reserves of Burrard Inlet and the Fraser

Lee Maracle photo courtesy Newest Press

Valley respectively, and was a proud Elder
and mother of four and of many
grandchildren in addition to her literary
accomplishments. In a statement from
Newest Press of Edmonton, Lee’s son Sidd
related that his mother “dedicated her life
to helping others rise from poverty and
inequality.”
Over the years, Lee shared a lot of good
stories that often went against the
expected grain. For a time she taught at
University of the Fraser Valley where it
was sometimes bumpy for her. We were
colleagues and she was a beloved figure
among our Sto:lo students especially, who
in demonstrating their traditional respect
and affection often called her not
Professor, or Lee, but “Auntie.” She was
remarkably strong-willed and never
backed off an inch, but she was bighearted too. My wife Kwan-shik and I
loved the story-tent gigs she’d do at the
Tsleil Waututh’s summer festivals in Cates
Park. She also gave me good material for
my anthology of writing entitled
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Cascadia: the Life and Breath of the World
published by the University of Hawaii
Press-Manoa journal in 2013. Her long,
beautiful poem from it called I’m Home
Again is full of local Coast Salish imagery.
Having her aboard was a good signal and
other fine Indigenous writers joined in
contributing too, including the late
Richard Wagamese.
The week of Lee’s passing, Kwan-shik and
I expected to see Lee at the Firehall
Theatre’s presentation of her relative
Cheri Maracle’s one-woman show about
Pauline Johnson, Paddle Song. Lee had
planned to join in and read some of her
own work following the play. She is
mortally mourned by Indigenous writers
and leaders in throughout North
America, and not just by them. I don’t
know if there’s an award or an event out
there in need of a worthy name, but
seems to me that Lee Maracle deserves
honouring.
Haitch-ka, hands up for Elder Sister Lee!
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Be involved in your community
Once we get the go-ahead, we will be looking for more volunteers to mingle with
visitors to our office or help with our events. If you can help out with any of the
following, even occasionally, please get in touch with us.
• Welcome visitors to our office (threehour shift, morning or afternoon)
• Accompany other volunteers when they
attend community events by handing out
brochures or selling our books. This
would include events like Blueridge
Good Neighbour Day, Deep Cove Daze
or Parkgate Community Days, etc. Any
one of them or all of them would be very
helpful.
• Help set up and take down chairs for
any Special Meeting Events when
needed, usually a weekday morning.

• Accompany other volunteers for
occasional history talks for one or two
hours.
• Help out at fund-raisers to either sell
tickets or help set up event and silent
auction.
• Grades 10, 11 and 12 students are
welcome to volunteer.
If you can help, call our office
administrator, at 604-929-5744
Thursdays from 10am to 4pm or send
email to:

deepcoveheritage@gmail.com

FROM OUR

A R C H I V E S

DCHS #2123 — Storekeepers Mr. Gillis and Mr.
Huxham at New Year’s party in the Amble Inn,
c1960. Courtesy of Clara Whitten Bliss.

CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION
WWW.DEEPCOVEHERITAGE.COM
We gratefully acknowledge the financial support of: The Province of British Columbia, The District of North Vancouver,
The City of North Vancouver, North Vancouver Recreation & Culture, First Impressions Theatre, The Royal Bank of Canada.
We appreciate the ongoing support of our Deep Cove Cultural Centre partner groups:
Deep Cove Stage, First Impressions Theatre and Seymour Art Gallery.

